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The Main Goal of this presentation is show you the wireless 
network unreliability and security issues.

Important Note: The responsibility of using this material is totally 
on your self and I am not responsible for any damage or illegal 
activity.

Introduction
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Hacking PTP links with no Security
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 Most of PTP Radio links were established with no security 
because the owner believe no one else can reach signal or find 
the IP addresses.

 You can simply connect to the AP if there is no ACL(Access List) 
but you need to know the valid IP address of the network to 
use it.

 The Steps of this attack is:

1. Identify the Victim AP (SSID, Signal, Frequency, MAC address).
2. Identify the Client(s).
3. Finding the IP range that is valid on the network.
4. Connect to the AP with a Fake MAC address to bypass the ACL(if exist) 

and use the network
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 To test the effects of wireless security protocols on performance we 
run a Bandwidth test with below configurations:

Radios: 2 x Metal 5SHPn
Antenna: 2 x Omni 5 dBi Indoor
Distance: 10m Indoor
Tx Power: 10dBm
Frequency: 5500 MHz
Channel width: 20/40 MHz HT Above
Data Rate: HT MCS7
GI: Short
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Performance Test 1

 Bandwidth test with No Security  
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Performance Test 2

 Bandwidth test with WPA-PSK2(AES)  
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WPA/WPA2
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Before we start you need to know below items:
 We can only hack WPA/WPA2 with PSK
 The key length could be 8-64 characters so it is impossible to brute force 

the key why ? Check this :

The total number of common possible characters(a-z,A-Z,0-9,symbols) is 96 
It means if we have only one character password we will have 96^1 possible 

passwords and if we have only 8 characters we will have 96^8 lets calculate 
our chance:

96^8 = 7,213,895,789,838,336 possible passwords 

This PSK will salt with your SSID so it means you need to generate different 
keys for different SSIDs it will speed down your offline attack my CORE i3 
CPU can check some thing around 1500 keys per second it means I need 
152,500 years to find the key!



WPA/WPA2
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152,500 years ???
But there is one exception we don’t add the human factor to our calculations!
Only 1-5% of peoples use a complex key as PSK the other 99-95% afraid to lose

the key and they are using simple keys such phone numbers, regular names
or complex names, name with numbers, regular keyboard patterns, ….

You can make special dictionary for every city to find the PSK.
Check this :
If you are using this key david110 I can use a Dictionary attack witch made by

every common names in your country combined with 3 digit number
200 names X 999 possible digits = 199800 possible combinations
199800/1500(offline attack speed key per second)=133 Seconds
WOW!!!
Lets try it :D
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• Since the commands are not visible on the Video I am just 
include the screen shots to my presentation, Enjoy ;-) 
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• Save the capture file to your computer
• Open the file in wireshark to see if you have the 

handshake
• Use  EAPOL filter in wireshark to find the handshake(s)
• Start Dictionary attack with Aircrack-ng with below 

command:

aircrack-ng -e SSID -w Dictionery-file Capture-file
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• You can use Crunch to make your customized Dictionary
• For example we want to combine david with 3 number digits:

./crunch 8 8 –f charset.lst numeric –t david@@@ -o 
davidxxx.txt

This will make a dictionary with min and max 8 character only 
numeric value from charset.lst file with the fix word david and 
3 variable into davidxxx.txt file

david000
david001  
.
.
.
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Hacking Hotspot
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Hot spot login is very useful and easy specially with 
RouterOS

 The sniffing packets is not work for hacking MikroTik 
hotspot because it use HTTP-CHAP as authentication 
method by default

 The best method is phishing
 Lets see it in action.
 We will use SET(Social Engineering Tool) for Phishing in 

this Lab
 First connect to the hotspot and clone the hotspot page 
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Hacking Hotspot
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 Since I was run out of time in this chapter during my live presentation! ;-) I am list all the necessary steps to 
perform this attack here:

You need this Requirements:
1- one MikroTik router with one wireless module
2- one PC with backtrack or any distribution of Linux with SET(Social Engineer Toolkit)

Now you can start your attack:
1- Connect to the Victim hotspot network just like any hotspot user(you can use your MikroTik router as station and 

masquerade the IP address of your backtrack) 
2- open your Firefox browser and try www.google.com to see the hotspot login page
3- copy http://hotspot-address/login 
4- open your SET tool(in backtrack you can find it here Applications  BackTrack Exploitation  Social Engineering 

Tools  Social Engineering Toolkit  set
5- Choose 1) Social-Engineering Attacks   2) Website Attack Vectors  3) Credential Harvester Attack Method
6- Choose 2) Site Cloner 
7- Enter your Ethernet interface IP address 
8- Past the copied address of your hotspot and you are done with set leave the window open 
Now we should perform spoofing attack witch it not easy in wireless as the Ethernet networks with ettercap in this case 

we use MikroTik router for spoofing
9- open wireless menu on your MikroTik router  open your interface and change the MAC address to the hotspot router 

MAC address
10- add the hotspot Router IP address to your Wireless Interface 
By doing this all network traffic of the access point that you connect to it will redirect to you.
11- Add a new NAT on RouterOS and Redirect all IP traffic to your PC and wait for victims!

http://www.google.com/�


Hacking Hotspot
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 You can see the username and passwords on SET window
 As long as your wireless interface are available the users 

will redirect to your page and they cant access to the 
Internet so remember to disconnect ASAP to stay un 
detected.

For more information you can contact me at:
ahmad@deltalink.com.tr

www.deltalink.com.tr

http://www.deltalink.com.tr/�
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